Molecular analysis and clinical correlations of the Huntington's disease mutation.
The genetic mutation underlying Huntington's disease (HD) has been identified as an expansion and instability of a specific CAG repeat sequence in a gene (IT15) on chromosome 4. We have investigated the relation of the phenotype of HD to this molecular defect and assessed the feasibility of HD mutation analysis in diagnosis and prediction. Analysis of DNA from 449 HD patients (351 familial and 98 apparently isolated cases) revealed the mutation in more than 95% of patients from both groups. No molecular difference was found between patients presenting with psychiatric symptoms and those in whom chorea or other motor defects were the principal features; additionally, there was a wide range of age at onset for any specific repeat number, though the small group with juvenile onset and presenting with rigidity showed the largest expansions. The findings suggest that molecular analysis will be an accurate and specific diagnostic test for HD and valuable in presymptomatic detection in individuals at risk. However, such testing will require considerable caution to avoid serious difficulties; the well-established guidelines developed for the use of linked markers in relation to the prediction of HD should continue to be followed, though they will require reassessment in relation to use in diagnosis.